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“DMX512 requires all receivers to check this start code - and if the data is not
of the required type, throw it away. That’s not a big ask, but I remain amazed
at the number of DMX512 receivers that get this wrong . . .”

One of the words frequently mentioned on the Help
Desk - typically in questions related to DMX512
or RDM - is ‘flicker’. So what causes flicker? It’s
often triggered by some form of incompatibility between the
interconnected products. To understand why, we need to
examine the structure of DMX512 on the wire.
DMX512 PACKET
The DMX512 packet is a continuously repeating sequence
comprising a reset sequence followed by up to 512 bytes of data
(as shown in the diagram below). Since the DMX512 packet
repeats continuously, it’s called a streaming protocol - and if an
error occurs in one packet, it will likely be corrected by the one
that follows it.

RESET SEQUENCE
The reset sequence describes the three parts that show the start
of the DMX512 packet. It comprises the break, mark after break
(MaB) and the start code. The break is an ‘intended error’ that
the receiver can easily detect; it’s a low pulse that lasts for at
least 92μS (microseconds). The MaB is the short delay between
the break and the start code. The word ‘mark’ simply means
a logic high level; the mark lasts for at least 12μS. The start code
is a number in the range 0-255, which defines the meaning of
the DMX512 packet.
Three parts to the reset sequence - what could go wrong?
This is actually where most of the flicker problems live.
Some consoles and gateways insist on using the minimum
allowed break and MaB times. To add to the problem, earlier

versions of DMX512 allowed faster times for these parameters.
This illustrates the frequency at which DMX512 packets are
DMX512 receivers with slower microprocessors can potentially
sent. It’s usually expressed in Hertz (Hz), which measures the
miss the entire reset sequence, which will definitely cause
number of packets sent per second. For a full size DMX512
flicker. To put it into perspective, the MaB time of 12μS is
packet (containing 512 channels), the maximum refresh rate
likely to correspond to 24 to 48 single instructions for a simple
is approximately 44Hz. Sometimes the refresh rate is quoted in
microprocessor.
milliseconds (mS) - this is the time between two consecutive
The start code is the single biggest cause of flicker - that’s
reset sequences. The two descriptions are simply converted
not its fault, however. The start code value of zero means the
however, as one is the reciprocal of the other - 44Hz refresh
packet contains standard level data that should be used to
rate ≈ 23mS period.
control the lights; other values are used for numerous purposes,
Most lighting products contain a microprocessor chip,
such as manufacturer-specific communication and RDM.
which can vary in size, cost and processing power. Consider
DMX512 requires all receivers to check this start code - and
a product designed to receive DMX512 and drive LEDs - the
if the data is not of the required type, throw it away. That’s
microprocessor will be busy receiving DMX512, operating a user
not a big ask, but I remain amazed at the number of DMX512
interface and generating pulse width modulation or similar to
receivers that get this wrong - some products just don’t check
drive the LEDs. If the product utilises a microprocessor with too
the start code at all. So when a DMX512
little processing power, something will
packet with a start code value other than
give. This often leads to products that
zero is sent, they output it to the lights,
operate fine with a medium refresh rate,
resulting in flicker. This type of fault is
but flicker badly at full speed DMX512.
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second flicker’ is often used to refer to DMX512
receivers that flicker when they receive an
RDM packet, as this is often sent every three
seconds.
Most consoles and gateways, along with
some splitters, provide the option to disable
or filter out RDM packets. If you suffer flicker
with a regular repeat rate, this is worth trying.
Products with this failing tend to exhibit flicker
on low channel numbers, so sometimes
a temporary fix is to patch them at the high
channel numbers.
When flicker is caused by a receiver not
being able to receive fast break or MaB, then
also try setting the DMX512 transmit speed to
medium or slow. Most consoles and gateways
will use slower settings for break and MaB in
their lower speed settings. This type of flicker
is usually seen randomly across all channels.
SLOTS AND INTERSLOTS
After the reset sequence, there follows up to
512 bytes of data. As described above, the
meaning of this data is defined by the start
code. If the start code is zero, then these are
512 lighting level channels. DMX512 refers to
these as data slots. However, for most purposes,
the terms ‘channel one’ and ‘slot one’ are
interchangeable. The drawing (see inset) shows
the construction of a slot. It comprises a start
bit (yellow), eight data bits (blue) and two stop
bits (green). Each bit is 4μS long, so an entire
slot is 11 bits or 44μS long; the start bit and stop
bits allow the receiver to decode the data.
DMX512 doesn’t require a gap between
slots, so the last stop bit on one slot can adjoin
the start bit of the next slot. If there’s a gap, it
is (unsurprisingly) called the interslot gap or
interslot delay. Some DMX512 receiver products
cannot reliably receive DMX512 packets without
an interslot gap. Products with this particular
failing tend to exhibit flicker on higher channels.
For those wishing to read more on the
correct use and installation of DMX512, pick
a copy of Recommended Practice for DMX 512:
A Guide for Users and Installers by Adam
Bennette (available from PLASA by calling +44
(0)1323 524137). For a more detailed technical
overview of DMX512 and RDM, take a look at my
book Control Freak, available from the Artistic
Licence website. I
P //artisticlicence.com/product/control-freak
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